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Editorial

Hi guys, season getting underway. Personal circumstances currently prevent me from
spectating anywhere at the moment. I missed Luffenham and Ill not be at any Salisbury Plain
events but Barkston for area comps is a possibility.
Doing reasonably well for content at the moment but do not forget to write something when
season is in full swing. Fingers crossed for some decent weather.
Please report with pics on your indoor events, members really appreciate the details.

OK what is in this issue:

 First up reports by Martin Pike and Dave Whitehouse on February’s successful indoor
event in the Manchester Velodrome. Dave Whitehouse was extremely pleased with
success of the meeting and intends to repeat the exercise next year. He praised the
Velodrome staff for their accommodating attitude in setting up the ventilation system.

 Martin Pike’s picture parade from the above event. Together with an event report by
Mike Smith.

 Pylonius has a few words re Silecers, then comment on last season’s low contest entries
blaming a switch to scale research and winding up with a dig at Pay-Load comps from the
rubber model point of view.

 Roger Newman passes comment on the Nordec 10cc motor, a monster in its day.
 News Review from 1949 Model Aircraft highlights the forthcoming Wakefield Contest

at Cranfield UK. There is a large piece on banning of flying in Parks by many Councils,
blaming the advent of availability of model engines and inexperience of many modellers
who take up power flying as their first venture into the hobby.

 Nick Peppiatt reports on ‘BMFA South Midlands Area Indoor Extravaganza 2024’ with
his usual crop of pictures.

 I’ve reproduced a report by Tony Bird on the ‘SAM Euro Championships 1995’ taken
from the 1995 September issue of the old paper-back Clarion.

 The 1954 Heard at the Hangar Doors informs that the World Championships for full
size gliders is to be held in the UK. There is info on various model meetings and some
FAI surprizes from their recent meeting. Finishes with news that the new engine testing
dynamometer is about ready to go.

 Roger Newman has penned a detailed review on the developing EVTOL boom, emphasising
that it his personal take on the subject.

 Gavin Manion reports on the Coupe de Brum event at Luffenham.
 Our archivist Roy Tiller continues his look into the ‘Eagle’ books with one article and a

query supplement.
 There is an all balsa flying wings article by Bill Dean from Model Aircraft 1946. Our

retired secretary Roger Newman fancies one as his next project.
 We then have our new secretary Ray Elliott jotting down his thoughts in ‘Secretary’s

Notes for April.
 Finally Roger Newman provides archive plans for three more models:

‘Forward’ a low wing glider from the Aeromodeller September 1952’
‘Max Master’ – a quite early Swedish power model for 1/2 A comps - uses Cox Baby Bee.
‘Silver Eagle III’ - a 1950 Wakefield from New Zealand.

Editor
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North West Indoor Gala - Martin Pike/Dave Whitehouse

The BMFA North West Gala
Saturday 10th February at the Manchester Velodrome

Martin Pike:

Three of us went from North Wales to participate in this event - Allan Patrick, Rory Pike and
myself.
It was the first time we had been to this venue. It is a large area within the velodrome track.
Nets separate the flying area from the track. It is little strange to see cyclists whizzing past
the flying area, but the nets are much gentler model-catchers than the usual brick walls.
By arrangement, the ventilation fans were turned down to give reduced turbulence.
I entered the Modeller’s Den Peanut Trophy with my Luton Minor. It is a pretty model and
looks as if it should fly with no problems - not so. It is destined to hang, in shame, from my
office ceiling. Despite a number of attempts, I cannot get it to fly more than a circuit. There
were a number of far more successful entries. It was a good opportunity to meet other
modellers and see what they had done. For me, this is the most important part of travelling to
other venues.
I did make a reasonable entry in the flying only event, using my Auster J4. This is showing some
promise, with slow, wide (sometimes too wide) circuits. The landings need some work.
Aside from the scale events, there were also duration competitions. Both coexisted with no
problems as far as I saw. My son, Rory, used one of our editor’s Legal Eagles to enter a
competition. He came second, but a fair way behind the leader. The Eagle had developed a
rakish wing warp after a few years in the editor’s garage, but it was still far more willing to fly
than my Luton Minor.
Overall a good venue and a well-organised meeting. I hope to go again in March.

Martin Pike

Dave Whitehouse:

Thank you all for attending the BMFA NW Gala on Saturday and making it such a successful
event.
I have to admit that I was very worried prior to the event about possible bad air conditions
being caused by the new air-conditioning system.
However, the Velodrome staff really helped and managed to find a setting that gave us good
conditions all day.
They have also mentioned that this can also be done for our Fun-fly meetings as well.
I think running the event with no specific timetable worked really well and allowed everyone
to make the best of their day.
I have attached the results sheet.
Unfortunately there was a small error in the overall championship table and Peter Woodhouse
actually came second, so Peter, I owe you the certificate.
Providing I can get the bookings for next year, I will plan a similar Gala.

Dave Whitehouse
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Dave Whitehouse
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NW Indoor Gala, Picture Parade - Martin Pike

General view of the excellent venue. Spacious with soft ‘catching’ nets. The roof girders are less forgiving.

I did see this fly…but I am not sure what it is or who built it.
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Heret monoplane??

Ralph Sparrow’s J4. This was flown by proxy as I understand Ralph is unwell.

A little pussycat - Ian Lever’s I suspect
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Open/flying scale winner Peter Fardell. Maybe mid-wing models are worth a try…..

Martin Pike
Mike Smith:

N.W. Gala at the Manchester Velodrome.
The invitation for the STC to attend and run scale competitions was well received as it gave
scale modellers another venue not used for some time. It was also an opportunity for those
modellers wanting to compete at the Indoor Nats a chance to trim and fettle their creations.
The Peanut Trophy was found in a loft and given a good clean and scrub up to be presented
after many a year’s gap to the winner of the Peanut competition. A Pistachio contest was also
run. These are scary delicate little things to handle when static judging, me being an outdoor
modeller.
A request was received from the organiser, Dave Whitehouse, for an open scale flying only
contest. The STC does not have an official Indoor scale FO contest so, after a lot of toing and
froing, a new class was put together, based on the two indoor open contests, for the event. On
the day this worked very well and will be considered for inclusion in the STC Rule book for
2025 for informal events and club scale competitions.
As an aside the Velodrome venue was very interesting with the flying in the centre netted off
area with elite athletes thundering around the impossibly steep banking at break neck speeds.
I’ve seen it on the tele’ but the reality of seeing it up close was an eye opener. Respect. The
tandems were particularly impressive. The 10 hour round trip was well worthwhile for this
Southerner

A brief resume of the winners.
Peanut winner, Mike Stuart, Vought Kingfisher
Pistachio winner, Tim Horne, Waco SRE
Open Flying Only winner, Pete Fardell Bleriot XI (Pete would have come third as well with his
“old faithful” Auster Agricola but multiple entries can only have one podium place)
Full report is expected to appear in aeromodeller.
Hopefully this event will be a regular on the calendar. Mike Smith
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Extract from Model Aircraft April 1955
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The Nordec RG10 - Roger Newman

Does anyone remember the Nordec 10cc glow motor – when I was a junior member of the
Wolverton & District MAC in the early '50s, a respected Senior Member brought an example
to one of the regular club meetings, complete with prop, test bench & all the rest of
paraphernalia to start it - which he did & it frightened us all to death, particularly as the test
bench was busy working its way across the floor with the motor in full song. The noise, the
exhaust fumes & the aroma in the confined space of the local Scout Hut were indescribable
and in retrospect must have alarmed local residents but they were good days!
Our editor informed me that his friend the late John Bickerstaffe procured one in the early
days and, not yet being aware of engines at the time, he clamped the Nordec to the shelf over
the fireplace in his digs, not expecting any results. To his surprise the motor started and ran,
horrendous noise and oil splatters all over the wallpaper. I suspect he had to find new digs.

Roger Newman
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News Review - Model Aircraft April 1949

Model Aircraft April 1949
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Indoor isn’t for everyone 75 - Nick Peppiatt

BMFA South Midlands Area Indoor Extravaganza 2024

Following on from the two previous successful meetings (see reports IIFE 52, in NC May 2022
and IIFE 63, in NC April 2023), this event again took place in the large sports hall at Wycombe
Leisure Centre on Sunday, 25th February. This is a twelve badminton court hall, dimensions
being 60 m x 33 m x 9 m high, which is approximately three times the area of the one at the
Trinity Sports Centre. This venue is also remarkably free from turbulence and drift. The only
slight downside is the ceiling, which contains a number of horizontal flat panels, which can
entrap models. Around a dozen, mainly RC models were ensnared by the end of the meeting.
Again, three twenty minute slots were held in each hour, for scale and slow-flying RC models,
shockies and free-flight. RC helicopter flying also took place at one end of the hall during the
fixed wing RC slots. The meeting was ably marshalled by the ever dynamic High Wycombe
DMAC chairman, Brian Seymour.
Again, I was disappointed by the numbers of free-flight modellers in attendance, but on the
other hand there was plenty of unobstructed space in the hall for flying in those slots.

Dave Prior’s Airmark Cassutt and his Peanut Curtiss P40 No-Cal

Monz Lyons’ Short Sunderland and his Fokker D.Vll in Finnish markings

Dave Prior was trying out two beautifully finished models. His Peanut Cassutt looks impressive,
but, unfortunately, is rather heavy at 25 g. His No-Cal P40 is covered in Asuka tissue, pre-
shrunk many times on a frame. The paint finish is airbrushed Tamiya acrylic. Monz Lyons’ Fokker
D.Vll (I think from a Herr kit) was flying extremely well and she also was test gliding the part
finished Short Sunderland.
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This is 54” wingspan and currently weighs 100 g. The intended power is four Micro-Aces motors.
As usual, Leigh Richardson was also in attendance with his collection of foamies and other small
models.
I took along, and flew, four RC models, the Micro-Tyro, Fly Baby Biplane and Piper Super
Cruiser, as last year, and an Ares Fokker D.Vll RTF. This last item was amongst Lindsey Smith’s
effects, on its own with no tx, accessories or other information. I have now managed to acquire
a suitable transmitter, an Ares one, with a Hitec Red label on it. The model flies quite well, but
is rather fragile. It is attractively finished in the flying serpent markings of the aircraft of
one Lieutenant Hugo Schäfer.
In the free-flight slots, I flew the Sablatnig SF-4 and Ganagobie, again as last year, and also
my Flutterby ornithopter and Lippisch Storch Pistachio. (Incidentally, I learnt the other
evening that the late saxophonist Pee Wee Ellis, who was musical director for James Brown,
Van Morrison and Ginger Baker, amongst others, wrote a composition ‘Pistachio’. Nice music to
fly such a model to!)

Lippisch Storch Pistachio of 15” wingspan Flutterby canard ornithopter

My Lippisch Storch Pistachio (six inch fuselage length) was based on the Siegfried Gl ckner
plans published in Bill Hannan’s Stick & Tissue International Volume 3. I had not flown this for
some years and was taking the opportunity to try out a new motor of Super Sport rubber. The
model had previously been flown using Tan ll.
I came across the 10” wingspan rubber-powered Flutterby in an article on ornithopter kits by
David Ridgeway, published in the August 2000 issue of Model Flyer magazine. The kit was
produced by a cottage industry operation called Frontroom Flyables, which was run by Karl
Brown in Vancouver, Canada. As far as I am aware, the kit for this fine flying four winged
canard ornithopter has been out of production for a long time. My example weighs 2.5 g. The
covering provided in the kit appears to be thin polythene sheet. I originally attached it using
thinned Evo-stik to the old formulation. This is no longer available because of entirely
reasonable chemical safety reasons, but UHU POR appears to be a good substitute. Not
surprisingly, the covering for the flapping wings tends to work itself loose from time to time.
It’s surprising how quickly six hours can go when you’re having fun. Again, I was too busy
preparing and flying to take very many photographs. Many thanks are due to the BMFA South
Midland Area and the members of the High Wycombe DMAC for organising and running this
meeting.

Lee Bates’ Flying Scale Models
Lee attended the SEBMFA meeting at the Triangle, Burgess Hill in January with some of his
fleet of indoor flying scale models. These are produced in a special way by attaching pre-
printed tissue to 2mm thick polystyrene wall foam.
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The method is described in his article published in the April 2000 edition of AeroModeller,
along with some lovely artwork for an Albatros D.V and a Siemens-Schukert Dlll. No doubt, he
has improved his techniques since this article was published, as he now uses a version of
Photoshop to create the patterns.

A pair of S.E.5a’s

Albatros D.V Electric powered F.E.2b

Hawker Fury Gloster Gladiator

The result is some very light and realistic models, as can be seen in the accompanying
photographs. Apart from the F.E.2b, they are of Peanut size. The weight of the Fury is 12.8g
and the Gladiator 17g, both including rubber. Lee also produced some of the early artwork for
Fiddlers Green paper models. Enjoy his artistry!

Indoor Scale Nationals 2024
The 2024 BMFA Scale Free Flight Indoor Nationals will take place on Sunday April 21st. The
venue is again Wolverhampton University Sports Hall (which is actually in Walsall). The Scale
RC Indoor Nationals is being run at the same venue on the day before - Saturday 20th. More
details are on the BMFA Scale Technical Committee events page:
Events Calendar | BMFA Scale Technical Committee

Nick Peppiatt
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SAM Euro Championships 1995 - Tony Bird

Extract from the old paperback Clarion September 1995
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Tony Bird
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Heard at the Hangar Doors - Aeromodeller April 1954
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Aeromodeller April 1954
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The Wacky World of EVTOL - Roger Newman

Well – maybe the title is a little extreme but it is indicative of a new and rather strange world
of  EVTOL airborne flying vehicles. In this (and hopefully) a few successive notes the intention
is to explore what is the motivation behind this evolutionary form of air transport, driven by a
variety of different forces.

Volocopter EVTOL multirotor

These notes are my personal observations written by & large from the basis of readily
published information - certainly not from an insider knowledge of an evolving sector of the
aviation industry.  but more from a detached & curiosity perspective. Any errors or anomalies
are solely due to me.
Historically VTOL or vertical take-off air vehicles are characterised by helicopters, which
have been around for many years as an established sector of the aviation industry.
There are other forms of full size VTOL “proper” aircraft – the Harrier being one such
successful example. Others include the French Coleoptere – not so successful and more
recently the Boeing Osprey which has a somewhat chequered history with the US Marines.

Coleoptere  from the 1950's Boeing Osprey in service

EVTOL craft are somewhat different in their existing evolution. From an aeromodelling
perspective, we perhaps could see them as larger drones, both as toys & commercial craft &
largely brought home to us through regulations quite recently imposed by the CAA. The BMFA
have taken drones on board – whether that is a good thing relative to our hobby is a separate
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topic of discussion & another matter. However drones are here to stay & have undoubtedly
grown from the toy & hobby market into very sophisticated & technically advanced air vehicles,
which indeed provide a platform for some successful commercial services. On a downside, they
have also become a very cheap integral military weapon capable of wreaking havoc for a very
low cost. They have, of course, already impacted our modelling activities through concerns over
operation & safety & thus we now are subjected to yet more regulation, restrictions  & costs.

Drones have given rise to publicity based
experiments that may well work within
specific circumstances, but not as a real
world solution to real world mass market
requirements & needs – for example the
widely conveyed concept of swift drone
deliveries by Amazon & others to one &
all at any time to anywhere, without
mentioning disadvantages & limitations
e.g. regulatory issues, small payload, –
currently typically 5lb, range, line of
sight operation, weather etc. Just look
at the average supermarket trolley &
imagine the contents of these taking to
the skies! Amazon are planning further
trials in the UK, Italy & USA in 2024.

Nevertheless a variety of economic forecasts have been published indicating massive growth
in revenue from an emerging drone business marketplace – but economic pundits have been
wrong in the past.
EVTOL air vehicles have evolved through a rather different motivation that has parallels with
autonomous road vehicles in that potentially lucrative commercial opportunities are seen to
have arisen for swift transportation of (a few) people in a so called “air taxi”. Hence a very
large amount of venture capital funds have been pumped into many start-up companies all
beavering away to develop these EVTOL vehicles. Very few will likely succeed & survive. In the
context of the perceived business opportunity, they are loosely defined as being a capable
means of quickly of carrying up to 4 or 5 people rapidly over a fairly short distance, either
inclusive of pilot (piloted) or without a pilot (autonomous) to avoid road traffic congestion &
problems. The apparent marketing message is that they are capable of vertical flight for take-
off & landing , with transition to/from horizontal flight – from anywhere to anywhere provided
facilities exist to support them. In my mind, the economic viability of such a proposition is
exceeding dubious. In the real world the concept is currently totally impractical for a host of
reasons, not the least of which is the safe regulation of airspace. Clearly the existing state of
technology limits the attributes & capabilities of EVTOL implementation & operation; for
example there are severe limitations on duration, range, battery power, lack of infrastructure,
questions on safe usage, costs of acquisition & operation, not to mention the complexities of
technology involved in their design & manufacture. Not a lot different to the state of
autonomous road vehicles as both have similar regulatory, infrastructure & safety issues prior
to mass adoption by the general public for high volume usage. With time no doubt these issues
may be addressed & overcome but not for the foreseeable future. However the EVTOL
scenario has the added burden of a third dimension – being that of flight in currently
unrestricted & unmanaged airspace, hence the concerns of the CAA, FAA et al including model
aircraft enthusiasts.

Amazon Prime
Air MK30
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Some of these topics can be explored in later notes. For now, consideration is given to an
overview of a few of the more advanced craft that are in development in the EVTOL world, in
terms of technology, capability & timescales. None are yet beyond the development stage, very
few have flown as demonstrators & certainly – with a single exception in China, none are near
to achieving flight operational certification. No commercial services exist, at best prototypes
have been shown by several companies & very few have achieved a great deal of air time. In
service dates of 2024/ 2025 have been quoted, but in reality this will depend on many variables
– not the least of which are the regulatory issues.
However, there are known to be over 900 Companies listed as being involved with the EVTOL
market for air vehicles, so those Companies noted below represent a mere microcosm of the
current state of play in the industry. Many of the 900 are doomed to technical and/or financial
failure over the next few years but this does not appear to be reflected in venture capital
investment strategy.
At present the main players , not surprisingly, are located in the USA, China & the EU with only
one in the UK having a markedly visible presence. Such Companies include those pictured below
in this note, who appear to be reasonably well advanced in their development program. They all
have yet to negotiate certification & regulation issues – many of which have still to be defined,
published, discussed & agreed, covering all aspects of operation. Certainly the CAA, FAA & EU
are all engaged on a very difficult task, with drafts flying off the keyboard.
Briefly how do they operate? There are variations on the EVTOL  theme – in summary here are
the most common variations currently in development: multi-copter, lift & cruise & vectored
thrust

MultiCopter

Lift & Cruise
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Vectored Thrust

The multicopter looks basically like a large drone & appears less in favour than the other
alternatives. Vectored thrust appears as the most complex due to motor transitions between
horizontal & vertical thrust – e.g. Boeing Osprey in a full size aircraft. The majority are electric
powered, hence initial limitations in performance due to power consumption & limited battery
capacity, albeit hybrids are now appearing, using hydrogen cells as a fuel source to complement
battery power

Here are a few of the emerging main players in the field, in no particular order of capability.

Planned FAA certification late 2024
Planned entry into service: 2025
Air Taxi - 4 passengers plus pilot

Propulsion – electric Payload approx. 1000lb
Optimised for circa 20 mile back to back trips Planned recharge time of 10 mins

Has made hover flights, yet to make transition to horizontal flight.
Not yet in volume production Backed by Stellantis (Fiat/Chrysler & PSA)

Vectored thrust - Archer “Midnight” – USA
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Planned entry to service 2024/2025
Passenger and Cargo versions

4/5 passengers
plus pilot as air taxi
Propulsion - electric

Payload approx 1000lb
Range quoted as 250 miles

Delivery made to US DoD Air Force
for evaluation & trials

Not yet in volume production

Claimed fully autonomous operation
Air taxi - 2 passengers/payload approx 260Kg - Range 9 -16 miles

Flight time approx 25 min - 8 motors/16 props - Propulsion - electric
Granted CAAC approval for initial passenger operation in 2018

Norwegian CAA has issued permit for test & certification flights in 2020
Entry into service 2023

Design under development
First flight planned 2024 - Planned entry into service : 2026

Subsidiary of Embraer
Air taxi - 4 passengers plus pilot at entry into service

6 passengers in autonomous mode - Propulsion – electric - 60 mile range

Lift & Cruise Beta Technologies Alia-250 – USA

Multicopter/Lift & Cruise - Ehang 216 – China

Lift & Cruise - EVE Air Mobility - Brazil
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Entry to service planned for 2025 - 30K miles flown by prototypes
Certification process in progress - Air taxi - 4 passengers plus pilot

Range up to 150 miles - Payload 1000lb - Propulsion – electric - Backed by Toyota

Multiple ducted fans (36)
Propulsion – electric - Canard configuration

Prototype stage build - Entry into service targeted 2026
Initial range planned as minimum 200km

Regional air mobility targets 40 – 200km range
Cruise speed planned approx up to 300km/hr - Aimed at local & regional traffic

Alternative passenger or cargo configurations – plus pilot
FAA & EU Certification being pursued

Vectored Thrust - Joby Air Taxi - USA

Vectored Thrust - Lillium – Regional Air Taxi - Germany
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Wisk Aero Generation 6 - USA
12 props: 6 tilt & 6 fixed vtol

Fully autonomous (no onboard pilot)
Four passengers

Typical range: 90 miles
Typical max payload 900 Kg
Cruise speed approx 140mph

Sub scale prototype built, ground & flight tested
Target for Gen 6 first flight is 2024

Advanced air mobility taxi service
Boeing subsidiary Company

There are many others – the list is almost endless.
Considering the potential products shown above, all are interesting but three feature strongly
for different reasons.
Joby because they appear to be the most well-funded company & they have a stated business
plan of becoming a dominant air taxi service provider, not just an EVTOL product supplier – a
somewhat bold ambition;
Lillium have adopted a very different technological approach through the use of multiple ducted
fans, all apparently individually controllable for lift or thrust & adopting a broader regional
target for operation;
Wisk Aero probably the most ambitious of all in that their target is fully autonomous operation
from “day 1” i.e. no pilot aboard & “day 1” currently being forecast as 2030.
As a subsidiary of the Boeing Aircraft Co, they would seem to have a longer & broader term
vision than the majority of their competitors.
Wisk Aero have recently published a most interesting document entitled

“Concept of Operations for Un-crewed Urban Air Mobility”
available on the web via;

Concept-of-Operations-for-Uncrewed-Urban-Air-Mobility-v2.0.pdf (wisk.aero)
it is well worth a read for anyone interested in this

new & evolving branch of the aviation sector.
More (hopefully) in the next month or two.

Roger Newman

Lift & Thrust - Wisk Aero Generation 6
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Coupe de Brum - Gavin Manion

La 9thieme Grande Coupe de Birmingham,
flown at MOD North Luffenham, 24th Feb 2024.

Gentle readers will know that family circumstances prevented me from running this 9th

rendition of the Birmingham Coupe last December. So this is the 2023 contest flown nearly 3
months later than planned. The 10th (2024) contest will hopefully be flown in December this
year and thus we will all be back on schedule. Watch the modelling press for details.
Late it may have been but the wait was surely worth it as Saturday 24th February was an
absolute cracker. The wind was barely more than 5mph all day, the sun shone most of the time
and it was never really cold. Fliers responded by turning out in what in these days passes for
droves. This year’s entry of 16 for F1G has only been bettered in 2016 for this incarnation of
the Aeromodeller Trophy event. Of course, long ago when dinosaurs ruled the earth entries of
50+ were common but sadly such days are behind us now.
The supporting event for pre 1970 Coupe saw for the first time a predominance of “Classic
Coupes” which is those not old enough (pre ’58) to be Vintage. It was a classic coupe which
eventually won this event though not by much as can be seen in the results.
A unique (so far) feature of the Birmingham Coupe is that for these last several years fliers
have the opportunity to “Double Up” their F1G and pre’70 flights if they follow rules regarding
when they fly and to what max. This is to ensure that the integrity of the F1G event is not
compromised whilst allowing fliers to score in both events without having to make 8 flights.
Two fliers took advantage of this and managed to sweep the board in both events. It must be
said that this had much more to do with their thermal picking ability than any advantage that
doubling gives.
The results showed that in F1G the top three fliers were a cut above the rest with but 14s
between them. Peter Woodhouse flew with some real hi-tech machinery, actually not as he flew
a Le Jump bis and a Davitt DIG150. He was fortunate (or wise enough) to only double the first
two flights before lunch with his vintage Jump bis before switching to the DIG150 to complete
a fine string of maxes for the only full house of the day. In terms of model sophistication
second placer Colin Foster went even better and used his classic 1964 Baron Night which
doubled flights with one small drop gave him the win in the pre1970 class.   In third was Steve
Philpott who was proud to fly the ex-John O’Donnell  coupe given to him by June O’D on
condition that he flew it in competition. Steve’s two small drops he attributed to
rubber/winding problems with a model which he’d only flown once before the day.
Everyone else dropped by too much too often in particular Andrew Morehouse and Bill Dennis
whose triple maxes were accompanied by bad drops. Truly flying F1G is a case of “give me five
thermals”.
In pre’70 coupe Messrs Woodhouse and Foster again topped the results this time with Colin in
first, Peter took the Vintage Plate trophy for the best placed Vintage model and thus the
Morley pair completed a clean sweep. Scale doyen Andrew Hewitt overcame a badly dropped
first flight with a final two maxes to give him third place with his Skydhiver classic and
subsequently emailed me to say how much he’d enjoyed his day. As well as Andy there were
several fliers new to this event, I hope they felt welcome and that they will return next year
and to other coupe events in the calendar.
The uninitiated somehow believe that this is my event but that is not so. Thanks are due as
ever to Kris Best our calm and wise CD and to her and Stu Darmon for the nibbles at the control
desk. These changed throughout the day from croissants at breakfast through sausages at
lunch to teatime snacks. She also carried off the early and completely unexpected shift of
control needed to accommodate the late arrival of the parascender club with firm good humour.
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Stu gives moral support and guidance throughout the run-up to the day, all I have to do is send
out the emails.
It was a pleasure to welcome Colin Sharman the new editor of Aeromodeller Magazine who
unhesitatingly stepped up to present F1G prizes most especially the lovely Aeromodeller Trophy
to winner Peter Woodhouse. Colin was with us for most of the day and as well as chatting and
generally spreading bonhomie he managed to get some trimming in with his F1H glider. Not a
moment was wasted…
That’s it until December, I can’t guarantee such good weather but I do hope that all who came
this time will come again and maybe next time “bring a friend”. I know that for some it’s an
early start and a long drive but your attendance matters and is much appreciated.

Results

Photo shows Peter
Woodhouse and Colin Foster,
who together won both
events, in a relaxed moment
behind the cars. Meanwhile
Gordon Warburton looks
bemusedly at a tailplane…

Gavin Manion

Photo courtesy of
Colin Sharman
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DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No.158 Eagle book of……..
As promised last month, below are the previously missing plans from “Eagle Annual No. 4”, “The
Eagle Book of Hobbies” and “The Eagle Book of Make it Yourself”. Thank you to all who have
contributed and helped to complete the library’s collection of aeromodelling in Eagle
publications.

“Eagle Annual No. 4” has two articles by Bill Dean with a total of four plans for flying models.
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The 6” wing span Spitfire is built from all sheet balsa. The trimming instructions advising adding
nose weight to cure a stall, bending up the tailplane trailing edge to cure a dive and correcting
a tight turn by bending up the leading edge of the wing on the Inside of the turn.

The Skylark is a 22” wingspan towline glider of mainly
sheet balsa construction but with the upper surface of
the wing being covered with lightweight Modelspan
tissue. Having built the model and dealt with hand launch
trimming, it is time for the tow line. “Now get a friend to
hold the model while you place the paper clip in the towing
notch and unwind the towline. When you are ready to
start towing, give a “thumbs up” signal and start running
up wind. Your friend must keep pace with you and release
the model with the nose pointing slightly upward as he
feels the wings begin to lift.”

The Jet Ace 10” wingspan catapult launch glider “is based
on the general
lines of a
modern jet
aircraft.” This
all sheet
model is
intended to
be the second
model to be
built but, as in
this report, it
is the third
plan that the
reader of Bill
Dean’s article would find.
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In a quite separate chapter in the same issue of Eagle Annual is Bill Dean’s Space Scooter. This
5” diameter, or wingspan, saucer is another all sheet balsa model and is designed for catapult
launching. “After a little practice you should be able to make the model loop or fly in a circle.”

The Eagle Book of Hobbies has just one article on aeromodelling:
Ray Malmstrom’s “Model Planes for Everyone.”
This has a general description of the various types of free flight models, (strangely including
a radio-controlled model) and control line models. The article has just one plan, that being for
the Flyabout, a 21” wingspan rubber powered model. The plan is in Ray’s usual style and is
accompanied by full trimming instructions, including mention of the obligatory “long grass”
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The “Eagle Book of Make it Yourself” was published in 1970 with no mention of the editor’s
name. Similarly there is no author’s name given for the two page article titled “Watch Your
Glider Soar.”

The lack of attribution is probably just as well! This is surely the worst, least helpful, article
and plan that has been seen in our look at “Eagle” books.
The “PIECES REQUIRED” drawing is at various scales and the dimensions fail to include the
thickness of materials. The only clue in the instructions is “quarter-inch dowel”.
By scaling the drawing it would seem that the sheet balsa required is 4” X ½” for the fuselage,
and 4” X 3/8” for the wings.
No clues are given for thickness of tailplane and fin.
No mention is made of dihedral, or of glueing the fin to the tailplane, although the sketch of
the finished model gives the builder some indication.
The big problems are the lack of any advice on how the wings should be held level on the
fuselage, how the tailplane and fin should be maintained in alignment and the lack of advice to
add nose weight to balance the model before attempting the first flight.
Hopefully, any young lad taking this book to his local model shop and asking to buy the required
balsa would receive a reply along the lines of:

“Don’t bother with all that Lad, here is a KeilKraft Polaris kit for only 4/10p
that you will find much better”.

That is the end of our look at “Eagle”. It is sad that the final item was such a low point, but
raise your spirits by revisiting Bill Dean’s and Ray Malmstrom’s contributions on the previous
pages.

Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com Roy Tiller
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DBHLibrary (Supplement) - Roy Tiller

Report No.158 Eagle Supplement
What was the date of publication of the first edition of the
“Eagle Book of Balsa Models by Bill Dean”?  The book itself
carries no indication of the publication date.

The second edition,
titled “Bill Dean’s
Book of Balsa Models”
states that it was
published in 1970 and
is copyright Bill Dean
1970.

The third edition,
titled “The Solarbo
Book of Balsa Flying
Models” states that it
was published in 1990
and is copyright 1990 Bill Dean

Both the second and third editions indicate that the first edition was copyright Bill Dean 1959,
which I had taken to also be the publication date, but perhaps that is not the case.

Nick Peppiatt emailed:-
“, I'm wondering whether the 1959 date given for the original edition of the Eagle Book of
Balsa Models is correct. I seem to remember having a copy when I was in primary school, which
would put it before 1959. Unfortunately, the original edition is undated. Amazon "Eagle" book
of balsa models: Amazon.co.uk: Bill Dean: Books has the publication date as 1st January 1954,
which is possible as the Supermarine Swift broke the world speed record in 1953. Bill Dean's
Jetex Swift and Skyray, which are profile models similar to the smaller gliders were also
published in RAF Flying Review in 1954. The Jetex.org website has the publication date for the
Vulture plan from the book as 1957 Jetex.org: Plans - Jetex 50 (Fixed Wing Aircraft) .
Can you, or anyone else, shed any further light on this?”

Looking again at edition one shows that it was published by Hulton Press Ltd founded in 1937
and sold to Odhams in 1959 so that does not help. It was printed by John Gardner who changed
their name to Gardner Mawdsley at date unknown. I emailed Gardner Mawdsley for assistance
on this but no reply to date.

As it stands the date remains in doubt so, Dear Reader, do you have a copy of the book that
might carry the inscription “Happy Christmas from Auntie Flighty 195?” or perhaps has a
pasted on note awarding the book for “Good Attendance 195?”

Do have a look at the Amazon website that Nick mentioned, it has a book ID number which did
not work for me but perhaps it will work for you.

Any information leading to a definite date of publication would be much appreciated.

Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email: roy.tiller@ntlworld.com
Roy Tiller
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Flying Wing - Bill Dean
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Bill Dean/Roger Newman
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Secretary’s Notes for April - Ray Elliott

As regular users of Salisbury Plain will be aware there have been difficulties with access to
the site due to extremely muddy and slippery conditions caused by extensive rainfall. However,
thanks to the efforts of Chris Redrup and Dave Cox remedial measures have been put in place
to the main access track. Thanks to Chris and Dave’s efforts we were able to fly in the first
Area meeting although getting up the slope was difficult for some (no problem for a 4x4}.
Conditions since then have improved somewhat so at the time of writing with just over a week
to the Croydon Wakefield/ SAM1066 contest we should be OK for that event providing there
isn’t much heavy rain in the meantime.
Peter Carter has had very positive discussions with the powers that be regarding a contest at
Odiham. He is currently waiting to hear from them with possible dates. Watch this space.

Ray Elliott

Plans for the Month - Roger Newman

Glider: Forwarder - 1952 A2 from Sept Aeromodeller. Low wing design, never caught on!
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Power: Max Master - quite early Swedish design for 1/2 A comps - uses Cox Baby Bee

Rubber: 1950 Wakefield from New Zealand - Silver Eagle III

Roger
Newman
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Events and Notices
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Provisional Events Calendar 2024
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional. Check websites before attending

February 24th Saturday Coupe De Brum, Luffenham
or February 25th Sunday

March 10th Sunday BMFA 1st Area
March 16th Saturday Le Petit Class’Q de Brum, Luffenham
or March 17th Sunday
March 29th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston

April 1st Monday Croydon Wakefield day + SAM1066 - SP
April 13th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
April 14th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
April 28th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area

May 19th Sunday BMFA 3rd Area
May 25th Saturday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
May 26th Sunday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
May 27th Monday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain

June16th Sunday BMFA 4th Area
June 22nd Saturday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
or June 23rd Sunday

July 7th Sunday BMFA 5th Area
July 21st Sunday BMFA 6th Area

August 3rd Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
August 4th Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
August 18th Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 1st Sunday BMFA 7th Area
September 14th Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 15th Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain

October 6th Sunday BMFA 8th Area
October 13th Sunday Croydon Coupe Europa + SAM1066 - SP
October19th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue, Barkston

November 5rd Sunday Buckminster Gala, BMFA Centre
or November 17th Sunday

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk
Vintage Model Co. www.vintagemodelcompany.com
John Andrews www.johnandrewsaeromodeller.webs.com

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested in
your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor John Andrews


